
Mic Flag - Triangular 
A three-sided triangular mic flag, suitable for microphone with 19 to 38 mm diamA three-sided triangular mic flag, suitable for microphone with 19 to 38 mm diam-
eters. The outer casing is made from a shatter-proof plastic designed to allow per-
fect display of branding logos. In contrast to all other mic flags, the Rycote mic flag 
does not use foam to hold the microphone. Instead the mic flag can grip micro-
phones from 19 to 38 mm diameter, with removable rubber "vanes". The mic flags 
are available in black or white, either in single or multi-packs (5 pcs/pack).

For mics, 19.0 mm (3/4") to ø32.0 mm (1-1/4") - all vanes fitted
For mics, 32.0 mm (1-1/4") to ø38.0 mm (1-1/4") - remove every other vane*

Specifications
Dimensions:                           95 mm wide faced triangle x H 55 mm
Weight :                                 87 grams (3 oz)
Printable Area for label:        3 sides of W 89.5 x H 48.0 mm

*To remove vanes, remove lid (item 2) from base (item 1) & slide every other vane 
(item 3) out, then replace lid. See 

Mic Flag - Square
A four-sided square mic flag, suitable for microphones with 19 to 38 mm diameters. The outer casing is 
made from a shatter-proof plastic designed to allow perfect display of branding logos. In contrast to all 
other mic flags, the Rycote mic flag does not use foam to hold the microphone. Instead the mic flag can 
grip microphones from 19 to 38 mm diameter, with removable rubber "Vanes". The mic flags are avail-
able in black or white, either in single or multi-packs (5 pcs/pack).

For mics, 19.0 mm (3/4") to  32.0 mm (1-1/4") - all vanes fitted
For mics, 32.0 mm (1-1/4") to  38.0 mm (1-1/4") - remove every other vane*

Specifications
Dimensions:                      67 mm Square x H 55 mm
Weight :                             94 grams (3.3 oz)
Printable Area for label:   4 sides of W 57.0 x H 48.0 mm

*To remove vanes: remove Lid from Base & slide every other Vane out, then 
replace lid. See exploded drawing


